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Authors' note: 

We are aware of the fact that this – first – version of the directory is by no means comprehensive. The 

editorial office welcomes any information that is missing or that should be included in such a work: 

"Directory" editorial office: info@igrivercruise.com 

The IGRC's PR Group (Daniel Thiriet, Ben Wirz, Lucas Sandmeier and Marco van Ingen) is responsible for 

the contents. 
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1. About IG RiverCruise and the idea for this directory 

The idea for this directory was born at the point in time when the river cruise industry had become 

important enough to have become the focus of discussions from time to time, whether these discussions 

were held in the media, by the people who live in the riparian communities or cities, or by politicians. 

Time and again, the IG RiverCruise (or IGRC for short), the association of the leading Western European 

river cruise lines established in 2000, appeared to be the first port of call for the industry in general. 

However, in the course of these dialogues, it often become apparent that the level of knowledge about 

how our industry sector works differed greatly; in fact, it was frequently insufficient for understanding the 

processes in our business.  

The IGRC therefore decided to develop a "living" directory. The idea behind such a paper was to 

communicate a basic knowledge about our industry. This is its first edition. We have written it in a way 

that is easy to understand to ensure that readers who are not actually from our industry but are interested 

in it can gain some insights. We intend to update this "Directory" on an annual basis and to ultimately 

make it available on the IGRC website.  

We welcome suggestions, additions or corrections, of course, as well as questions, provided they have 

not already been answered... 

 

IG RiverCruise, Summer of 2019 
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2. General Points 
 

2.1 History of river cruises 

 

The history of river cruises spans more than 100 years and probably began on the Rhine. However, in this 

directory, we are limiting ourselves to "historical" contexts that make the current structures on the 

Western European rivers easier to understand.  

In Europe, we differentiate between the eras of "pre- and post-1992", the year the Main Danube Canal 

(RMD Canal) opened. It connects the previous main routes (Rhine/Moselle/Main/Dutch waterways on the 

one side and the Danube on the other).  

Before 1992, river cruises were offered on the Rhine and on the Danube – and not yet particularly 

interesting, from the perspective of the European lawmakers. The cruise lines, which usually sailed on 

only one route, dealt with laws and regulations that were more or less local. There were two major cruise 

lines (Köln-Düsseldorfer on the Rhine and the Donau Dampfschifffahrtsgesellschaft – DDSG – on the 

Danube); they had the lion's share of the business, a few smaller ship owners shared the remainder.  

The RMD opened in 1992, which changed the entire industry. First of all, larger ships were built that made 

good use of the generous width of the Main Danube Canal locks (11.5 metres), down to the last 

centimetre. The cruise lines were now able to offer their guests sensational tours across the whole 

continent (theoretically, from Amsterdam to the Black Sea). Then the number of ships increased from 

around 50 (before 1992) to far more than 300 (2019). Of course, this also led to increased passenger 

numbers. Cities, communities and government agencies all wanted a slice of the action. They regulated, 

charged and taxed. Initially, the cities along the routes courted the tour operators at travel and tourism 

fairs to ensure that the ships would dock in their villages and towns so the passengers would spend their 

tourist euros in their communities – today, on the other hand, they are endeavouring to stem the tide of 

passengers.  

In addition, the creative cruise lines also tried out new routes: the rivers Po, Douro, Seine, Rhône, Saône, 

Garonne, Elbe, Tisza and even some coastal areas were all explored by river cruise ship. Some of these 

routes are still on offer today. Others have disappeared again as they were not financially viable.  
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2.2 Development until today and in future 

 

There are three obvious development areas in our industry: firstly, the passengers and their numbers, 

which make it possible to draw conclusions with regard to the market success of the product "river 

cruises"; secondly, the technical developments where the ships are concerned, and finally, certain 

developments with regard to the sailing areas or routes. Of course, the entire industry is also constantly 

developing in other small ways. We are limiting ourselves here to changes that are obvious to those 

outside the industry: 

Passengers: Whilst most European passengers hailed mainly from Germany, France, the Netherlands and 

Switzerland before 1992 – of course, there were also guests from the USA, however, this source market 

was in its infancy before the canal opened – guests hailing from overseas (USA/Canada) have clearly 

outnumbered them since 2016 (cf. DRV/IGRC river cruise market study). On average, passengers stay 

aboard ship much longer and spend more money. Whilst the ships carried maybe 150,000 passengers 

during the season's 30 weeks every year before the "canal era", an estimated 470,000 people a year now 

treat themselves to a river cruise on the Western European rivers.  

The passenger demographics have also changed recently: the passengers have become younger and more 

active (especially those hailing from the USA). This has influenced the offers (e.g. bike tours) and even the 

design of the ships (U by Uniworld). 

 

Ships: In the 1960s to 1990s, the ships were either large and spacious (e.g. the KD flagships, which were 

capable of transporting up to 200 passengers, or those on the Danube), or they tended to be small and 

therefore already suitable for canals in the late 1980s. They were certainly luxuriously furnished, for the 

standards of the time. Large windows that could already be opened slightly (from the first deck upwards); 

spacious restaurants and sun decks. 

The development of the ships has kept pace with the level of interest American guests showed in the 

product. The ships became air-conditioned and were equipped with French and/or full-size balconies; TV 

and internet in the cabins are a must these days. The hospitality services on the luxury ships are 

comparable to the offers on land: in the past, passengers could merely choose between "meat or fish", 

whereas nowadays, the restaurants offer an a la carte service. On-board safety has become paramount. 

The look of the ships has also changed. Design is increasingly becoming a marketing factor. The 135-metre-

long ships are omnipresent, and frequently even have a Jacuzzi or an indoor pool, a putting green, an 

outdoor jogging track and spa facilities (massages, gym, hairdresser) as well as shops on board. The 

"older", less luxurious ships are used to cover the low price segment, where the demand is also high.  

 

Sailing areas and itineraries: There has also been a quantum leap in this segment over the past 20 years. 

Whilst the tours Basel – Amsterdam (v.v.) and Passau – Budapest – Passau used to be the equivalent of 

"fast-track tourism", and the majority of ships also sailed on these routes, new routes slowly but gradually 

emerged. The more cruise line operators there were, the more creative they had to be in order to be able 

to hold their own on the "small European market". Whilst the guests from the USA were content with 

their preferred main routes later on, the guests from other countries courageously served as guinea pigs: 
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the tour operators experimented with the routes Berlin – Prague, Berlin – Stralsund (which called for 

smaller ships), the Ems Canal, the Tisza, Cremona – Venice, Bordeaux/Bordeaux; Basel – Trier or 

Saarbrücken; Heidelberg – Trier (three river cruise) and many other cities and routes. The 7-night cruises 

usual in the past also suddenly changed: Amsterdam – Budapest now lasts fifteen nights, Basel – 

Amsterdam – Basel ten days.  

The onshore entertainment programmes have also been developed further. In the past, these mostly 

consisted merely of excursions such as a guided city tour or a visit to a museum, a palace or a wine tasting; 

nowadays, the activities on offer include bike tours, short hikes or even workshops. The passengers are 

also increasingly entertained on board or informed with presentations.  

 

The future 
A review of the past proves that the future is going to be exciting. Of course, predicting the future is like 

looking into a crystal ball. However, if you follow the trends, "read" the passengers, evaluate what the 

cities and countries have to offer and understand the power of attractive marketing, you can make 

statements that make sense – even if they currently sound utopian. We have dared to put the following 

statements in writing here at the risk that in ten years' time, we will be annoyed with ourselves for doing 

so because we got it totally wrong... 

What will the river cruise industry look like in fifteen years' time? 

 If at all, the old river cruise ships will be sailing the rivers as "vintage steamers". The majority of 

the ships will be equipped with eco-friendly and sustainable propulsion technologies and will 

thereby meet the requirements of the countries they cross. Exhaust gas cleaning, grey water 

treatment, waste separation and waste compression will be standard.  

 The first all-electric ships will be sailing the rivers.  

 The ship length will have reached 180 metres. The first of these long ships will sail on the Rhine 

or the Danube. At their final destinations, they can be divided into two halves for docking.  

 The ships will become entertainment centres with virtual reality facilities and sports zones on 

board.  

 The design and functionality of the facilities on board will consistently develop further. Cosy 

lounges with many seats will be replaced by feel-good open-plan areas.  

 The average age of the guests will decrease. The ships and programmes will increasingly focus on 

families – who will for the most part hail from the USA.  

 The hospitality offers on board will also be more varied.  

 The shore excursions will be adapted to match the changed requirements of the guests: instead 

of a guided tour around Melk Abbey, the offer will take the form of "dining with monks". Instead 

of a wine tasting, guests will get the chance to help with the grape harvest or the planting of vines.  

 

(There will be further developments in the global industry, such as new routes, for example. 

However, we will not address these here).  
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The above points assume that the political situation in Europe remains stable, and depend on something 

which we can unfortunately not at all be certain about: a stable climate, and with it the hydrological basis 

for our business. Extreme weather conditions such as those we have seen in the past few seasons can 

lead to extremely low or high water levels, which will then inevitably lead to route changes.  
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2.3 River cruise route overview (Europe and worldwide)  

(Sources: Various, The River Cruise Fleet; Hader und Hader 2017, Phoenix Reisen brochure) 

* Not suitable for all ship sizes 

 

Europe 

GER Rhine Basel - Amsterdam 

GER Moselle Koblenz - Trier 

GER Saar Trier - Saarlouis* 

GER Neckar Mannheim - Heidelberg/Stuttgart 

GER Main Mainz - Bamberg* 

GER RMD Canal Bamberg - Kehlheim 

GER Elbe Melnik - Berlin - Hamburg* 

GER Havel Berlin - Neubrandenburg* 

 

Various Danube Kehlheim (DE) to Giurgiu (RU) 

 

NL Dutch waterways Various destinations 

 

FR Seine Paris - Le Havre 

FR Rhône Lyon - Arles/Port-Saint-Louis-du-Rhône 

FR Saône Lyon - Châlon sur Saône 

FR Gironde (Garonne) Bordeaux region 

 

IT Po Cremona/Chioggia - Venice 

 

PT Douro Porto - Barca d’Alva* 

 

Russia 

RU Various St Petersburg - Moscow 

 

Worldwide (excerpt, most important waterways) 

EG Nile Luxor - Aswan 

CH Yangtze Chongqing - Shanghai 

Asia Mekong Various 

BU Irrawaddy Various 

IN Ganges and others Kolkata - Munger 

Africa River Chobe Kasane (Botswana) - Victoria Falls region 
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2.4 The market 

(Sources: The River Cruise Fleet; Hader & Hader; DRV and IGRC study; various) 

 

 

 
 

 

The studies regularly commissioned by IG RiverCruise and the DRV (the German travel industry 

association) prove the pre-eminence of guests from the USA over German passengers. Together, they 

represent a good 65 % of all passengers on European rivers. If Australians are added to this, these three 

regions account for 70 % of the market. Also worth mentioning are the British and the French. All other 

source markets are negligible.  

 

From the above facts, we conclude the following points, which are of vital importance for cooperating 

with the industry: 

 

 The two main markets "Overseas" and "Germany" differ greatly in technological and demographic 

terms. So do the expectations of the guests. The expectations of these groups are often 

diametrically opposed when it comes to points such as the standards of the ships, the onshore 

services, and, of course, they speak different languages, behave differently, have differing levels 

of knowledge about the region, and different culinary tastes.  
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 The respectively responsible clients from the various cruise lines are also not all the same. There 

are German or French tour operators with a large fleet. There are European cruise lines that are 

actually owned by companies from the USA or New Zealand. There are differences in their 

methods of operation that must be taken into account. There is no manual for this; personal and 

direct contact is what counts.  

 

 As the groups of guests hail from different countries, the shore excursions tend to differ. A group 

of European guests visiting a museum is not the same as a museum visit with a group of 

passengers from overseas. The intensity, the interest, the level of prior knowledge: there are 

major differences. The winners are the offers that manage to take these different interests into 

account.  
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2.5 The ship types 

 

There are many different types of ship. We are limiting ourselves to a selection of ship types that differ 

greatly and are still a common sight: 

 

2.5a. Small ships less than 110 metres long 

 

MS Swiss Ruby 

Ordinary ships of an older design, usually less than 110 metres long and often also less than 11 metres 

wide. Were often used on the "exotic" rivers that are unsuitable for large ships. No balconies. Lower price 

segment. Such ships are rarely built today, as they can carry too few passengers to be financially viable.  
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2.5b. Ships that are 110 metres long 

 

MS AmaLyra 

Ships that are 100 metres long have been around for many years. In the first years of this millennium, 110 

metres was the original maximum length, with a width of 11.5 metres (maximum width to go through the 

canal locks). Some of these ships already feature French or full balconies.  

 

2.5c. Ships that are 135 metres long and 11.5 metres wide 

 

S.S. Antoinette 
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Ships with an overall length of 135 metres and a maximum width of 11.5 metres are currently the longest 

ships on the inland waterways. 

 

2.5d. Ships that are 135 metres long and wider than usual (over 11.5 metres wide) 

 

MS AmaMagna 

If a ship is not intended for passing through the canal, i.e. if it remains on either the Rhine or the Danube, 

it may also be wider than 11.5 metres. There are ships that are 17, 20 or even 23 metres wide; their 

passenger cabins are therefore much more spacious. There also older ships that are wider than usual. 

Most of these were built in one of the Eastern European countries and have sailed on the Danube ever 

since they went into service. 

 

2.5e. Special forms and designs 
 

 Longships: A name Viking River Cruises has given to the extravagantly designed modern ships in 

its fleet in reference to the historic ships of the Vikings. They have "standard dimensions", with 

the exception of those that sail on the Douro in Portugal, where all ships have to be shorter (due 

to locks).  

 Twin cruisers: In the early 2000s, a ship type was developed that consisted of two parts: an engine 

part that propelled the second part, the hotel. This system offers the advantage of completely 

silent running. Five of these ships were built.  
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 Catamaran construction type: There are currently two extra-wide ships with bodies that are 

similar to a catamaran in operation. 

 Paddle wheel ships: The French cruise line CroisiEurope has updated the paddle wheel technology 

and integrated it into some of the ships in its fleet. It is designed to reduce the draft of these ships, 

which means they can be used on rivers with fluctuating water levels (e.g. the Elbe).  

 

2.6 The business models 

 

When "river cruises" began, the business model was quite simple:  

Company X built a ship, recruited the nautical and hotel crew required to run it, and chartered the ship to 

a travel agency or a tour operator if it was unwilling or unable to market the cabins.  

This has fundamentally changed. We will attempt to describe the nowadays in part rather complex 

structures here. 

 

 By now, some of the large tour operators in Germany and above all overseas have begun to no 

longer charter ships but to actually build them themselves. However, as a tour operator based in 

the USA, for example, neither has the expertise nor the time to operate their own shipbuilding 

yard, some of them have "treated" themselves to branches in Europe, mostly in Switzerland (the 

flag issue).  

 

 However, as these subsidiaries in Switzerland also had no expertise with regard to the crew or the 

technology, so-called "service providers" became actively involved. The American owners can 

purchase "hotel services" and "crewing services" from these companies.  

 

 The ownership situation can also vary: as described above, a US tour operator can actually buy a 

river cruise ship (between 18 and 25 million euros, depending on its size) using the company's 

own capital; the ship therefore then belongs to the company outright. However, if a tour operator 

borrows the money from a third party, it will obtain financing from a bank, leasing or investment 

company that will then own the ship but will lease it to the US-based tour operator, for example.  

 

There are innumerable combinations. The market leader in the area of river cruises has decided to deal 

with everything in-house (ship building, equipment, crew recruitment, tour marketing etc.). However, its 

competitors pursue a wide range of different approaches.  
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A current business model in the river cruise industry may therefore look like this: 

 

Ship MS NEWTIME 
Owner:   Rheinbank-Leasing AG, Switzerland 

Operator:  Ship Holiday GmbH, Basel (subsidiary of Ship Holiday LLC, St Louis, US) 

Tour marketing:  Ship Holiday Tours, St Louis, US 

Hotel management: Hotels on River, limited company, Europe 

(hotel crew and other passenger services) 

Crewing: Nautik on River GmbH, Zaandam, Netherlands (technical crew and other 

crewing services) 

 

As mentioned above, this is only an example. The combinations are extremely varied nowadays and often 

also difficult to fully comprehend. It is therefore hardly surprising that both unions as well as government 

tax agencies often no longer understand the systems and therefore view them with scepticism.  

What is obvious is that the 1990 business model – the cruise line looks after everything (for example every 

single chambermaid) – is outdated. The fleets are too large, and the recruitment of qualified crew 

members has become far too difficult.  
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2.7 The ships as workplaces 

 

We can only guess: let's assume that around 350 river cruise ships sail on the Western European rivers. 

On average, each is crewed by around 40 people (nautical plus hotel crew). This means we are talking 

about 14,000 jobs. However, the actual numbers are likely to exceed this as there are increasingly fewer 

"small ships" with 25 crew members, whereas large ships with up to 80 crew members on board are 

becoming more common.  

These 14,000 jobs are performed by people from the EU as well as people from third countries such as 

Indonesia, China or the Philippines, for example. Thirty to forty years ago, the cruise liner operators were 

able to recruit their crew in the Netherlands, Germany or Belgium without any difficulties. However, those 

times are long since gone.  

The following positions must be filled on board of an average river cruise ship (135 m; 160 guests), mostly 

by more than once person: 

 

Hotel/tourism 
 Hotel manager 

 Purser 

 Receptionist 

 Night watch 

 Chef 

 Sous chef 

 Chef de partie 

 Baker 

 Pastry chef 

 Pastry commis 

 Commis de cuisine 

 Kitchen porter 

 Cruise manager 

 Tour guide 

 All of the positions usual in a restaurant: head chef, head waiter, waiter, wine waiter, barkeeper 

 Butler 

 Cabin steward/ess 

 Laundry assistant 

 Masseur 

 Hairdresser 

 Musician 
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Nautical 
 

 Captains (first to third mate) 

 Helmsman 

 Machinists 

 Seamen 
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2.8 Further reading 

 

This directory is intended to be an informative summary aimed at industry outsiders. Many chapters have 

therefore been simplified or contain only the most important figures.  

Of course, there are plenty of other publications and sources that address all of these issues in-depth. We 

would like to mention just a few: 

 

 The River Cruise Fleet, 2017/2018, Arnulf Hader –  The "Hader" provides what is potentially the 

most extensive and comprehensive overview of all river cruise ships currently sailing on western 

European rivers (and the most important rivers elsewhere). Arnulf Hader and his son Ulrich have 

self-published this "bible" for many years. In the early days, it was a brochure; it is now a spiral 

bound record with a somewhat homemade charm but rather rewarding and comprehensive 

contents. The book contains everything about all of the ships (names, year they were built, mass, 

cost, operator, owner, routes where they are used and even a picture of each ship!). The probably 

most interesting table is the one showing the "former names" of renamed ships. Unique! The 

work costs 150 euros and is available only from the author (arnulf.hader@gmx.de). 

 

 "Der Flusskreuzfahrtmarkt 2017", IG RiverCruise and DRV – This river cruise market study is 

based on data from the cruise lines and tour operators. It is published annually and is one of the 

main reference works for river cruise industry statistics. It contains details of the passenger 

numbers, routes, length of stays, daily rates and much more. The study costs 149 euros and is 

available from IG RiverCruise in Basel (info@igrivercruise.com) and from DRV Deutscher 

Reisebüro Verband (info@drv.de). 

 

 Newspapers, magazines and online media – There are a handful of informative products that 

focus more intensively on river cruises and the various stakeholders. Here a random list of German 

language titles that is by no means complete – we will be happy to include any missing works... 

 

o An Bord 

o Schiffsreisen intern 

o Kreuzfahrt-magazin.info 

o Azur – Das Kreuzfahrtmagazin (azur.de)  
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3. Operational Points 
 

3.1 The berthings 

 

The berthings, or docking locations, for the river cruise ships in a city or near a tourist attraction are the 

places where shore and ship actually meet. However, such an idyllic berthing on the river bank harbours 

some pretty challenging issues... 

 

What does the ship want from such a docking location? 
(The requirements depend on the length of time the ship stays berthed; it makes a difference whether 

the ship only docks there to let guest disembark for a shore excursion or whether the ship stays overnight). 

 Legality (all berthing permissions have been granted) 

 Sufficiently large for the ship (up to 135 metres) 

 It must be possible to securely dock and moor the ship 

 There must be sufficient space for the gangway 

 Passengers must be able to embark and disembark safely (lighting, ground conditions, stairs) 

 Power supply 

 Water supply 

 Lighting 

 Easily accessible by car and, ideally, by coach 

 Potentially loading of supplies onto the ship (up to two HGVs per ship) 

 Safety if several ships dock at once 

 Ideally tourist information and assistance for the guests 

 

What can the shore side expect from a berthing or visiting ship? 
(Of course, different points are important for a docking location such as Nuremberg – which has ten 

berthings – and for a village with merely one or two berthings) 

 Careful handling of the materials (landing stages, bollards) 

 Avoidance of unnecessary noise and environmental pollution (docking by night, keeping the 

engines running) 

 Payment of berthing fees 

 Chance to offer services for tourists 

 Potential involvement of the local culture 

 Potential involvement of local businesses (souvenir shops, restaurants, shops etc.) 

 Potential of cost contribution to the construction and maintenance of berthings * 

 Consideration of other river traffic (day trip boats, ferries etc.) 
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* Various cruise lines intend to build their "own" landing stages in order to then operate these and 

rent them out. They lease the land from the city of community and invest several hundred thousand 

euros into the construction of the perfect landing stage. It is usually the communities that approach 

the cruise lines with a respective request as they do not want to bear the cost of the investment by 

themselves.  

 

What expectations are not met?  
This paper wouldn't be complete if we did not also address the "shore side" expectations, which cannot 

always be met. 

Let's assume a ship carries 150 tourists (assumed average) who are maybe only from the USA. They might 

visit the city nearby. Of course, they won't stay at a hotel or are unlikely to eat a four-course lunch in the 

city as independent tourists, because they will be served an ample evening meal on board.  

However, the locals will certainly "do business" with the ship or the cruise line, the tour operators and/or 

the guests; a fact which we will address in the next chapter.  
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3.2 The on-board suppliers 

 

At the start of this chapter, we would like to mention once again that although a river cruise with 160 

guests functions almost the same way as a hotel on land and is also run in the same way, the decisive 

difference is that it is permanently on the move and is unlikely to remain berthed in the same place for 

twelve hours. This has a major impact on the logistics, of course. There is a simple explanation for this: 

 The cruise line purchases the supplies for the hotel operation aboard the ship (food, beverages, 

hotel consumables) and for the nautical operations (fuel, oils, tools etc.) centrally and then 

transports them to the ship's respective docking location on lorries. This is a logistical challenge 

that is extremely complex, especially in the event of fluctuating water levels. 

The image of the head chef sauntering across the local market with a raffia basket dangling from 

his arm in the company of a few guests and buying herbs, fish or vegetables for dinner is totally 

unrealistic (even though he is portrayed like this on TV). In an emergency, he might take a taxi to 

a large supermarket to buy an ingredient that was not included in the last delivery or delivered in 

the wrong form. 

 

However, there are certainly plenty of opportunities to do business with the ships and in their 

surroundings. This could be long-term business, or short-term business in emergencies or in the event of 

itinerary changes. Here a few examples (this list is by no means comprehensive): 

 Local tourist offers that match the tour operator's offer and shore excursion spectrum: e.g. tourist 

guides, bike hire, tourist vehicles, tours, tastings, lectures, music performances on or in front of 

the ship, local souvenirs and much more 

 Technical support in the event of emergencies on board (urgent repairs, urgently needed 

material) 

 Support in the event of major itinerary changes (hotel accommodation for guests arriving too 

early/too late, coaches for transfers in the event of water problems) 

 Urgently needed materials for the hotel operation or the guests (paper, medication, visits to 

doctors, transporting sick guests etc.) 
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3.3 Business relationships with the ships 

 

In this chapter, we are limiting ourselves to business relationships with ships that are already in use.  

We generally differentiate between business relationships with the operating companies aboard the ships 

(owner, nautical management and/or hotel management) and business relationships with the tour 

operator/charterer (company that has "rented" the ship for the passengers). 

We can in turn differentiate the business relationships according to "necessary" and "voluntary": 

 

Necessary business relationships are the relationships with government agencies and offices that must 

be entered into in order to actually use a ship: berthing fees, permits, taxes etc. 

Voluntary business relationships are relationships with the ships that can be entered into if the product 

and/or offer is suitable: 

In the nautical area: Fuels (marine diesel fuel, oils), tools, maintenance work, emergency appliance 

replacement (e.g. dishwasher broken etc.), ship technology, ship interior repairs 

In the hotel management area: Food, hotel consumables, stationery etc.  

In the tourist area: Tourist offers (from museums to monuments and bike hire). 

In order to be able to offer or supply services or products as a provider, it is advantageous if the tour 

operator, cruise manager or the cruise line are aware of the provider's existence. This can be achieved 

through advertising, attending travel and tourism trade fairs, writing to the cruise line etc. In most cases, 

the ship's management will search for providers online.  

Generally speaking, if the aim is a business relationship in the technical/nautical area, the provider should 

contact the company that is responsible for the nautical/technical management on board.  

If the aim is a business relationship in the hotel area (food, beverage, administration), the provider should 

contact whoever is responsible for the hotel management on the ship. 

The tour operator should be contacted for tourist offers. It should be borne in mind that the decision-

makers may well be based a long way away abroad (USA, Australia, UK). 

Bigger cities and/or regions that are popular with tourists organise entire roadshows which they take 

across the USA, for example, in order to promote their destination to travel agencies and tour operators.  
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How do you obtain the right addresses?  
This calls for patience and extensive research. The probably most rewarding method is the direct way: 

contact the most obvious address displayed on the ship (usually the tour operator) and hope that they 

will give you the details of the right person to talk to.  

More information is available on the IG RiverCruise website, the cruise line websites and in the industry 

journals.  
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3.4 How do the riparian communities benefit from river cruises? 

 

We have already shown in the previous chapters that a village or city can certainly benefit from the ships 

that dock locally if the local offers and products are suitable.  

The guests on the ships also spend money. They buy souvenirs, have a cup of coffee and eat a piece of 

cake, or visit the odd local shop. In some places, this has little impact whilst in others, the "stress" caused 

by tourists is so serious that the ships are asked not to dock there anymore! Managing this is no easy task! 

However, if we look at the value creation that is achieved in the vicinity of river cruise ships, the tourists 

that arrive on ships are responsible for considerable turnover figures.  

In 2016, the ARGE Wirtschaftsregion Donaustädte (the economic region Danube cities working group, 

which is made up of the cities of Regensburg, Straubing, Deggendorf, Passau, Linz) commissioned a study 

on the value creation of river cruise operations in the Danube area. In other words: what do the river 

cruise ship passengers spend money on, and how much do they spend? 

Between June and October 2016, CenTouris – the institute for market-oriented tourism research at the 

University of Passau – conducted interviews with guests from river cruise ships and subsequently 

evaluated their answers to the around 40 questions. After that, the cruise lines, ship management 

companies and tour operators were also interviewed about what they spent. The result of these around 

1,400 interviews was impressive: 

The (interviewed) river cruise business stakeholders (guests and operators) generated a net turnover of 

at least 110.7 million euros in the region from Regensburg and Vienna between July and October 2016! 

(46% of this was spent on tourist excursions, 17% was money spent additionally by the passengers, 19% 

were purchases by the management of the ships, 13% were fees and 5% were generated through parking 

charges and transfers to the ship by public transport or taxis). 

This proves that the places and regions where the river cruise ships dock profit from their visits. Even if 

the ship's guests stay overnight in local hotels only in exceptional cases or only eat on land if they are 

attending events, there are still many other opportunities for earning money "from the ships".  

 

The detailed study is available from ARGE Donau Österreich. 

ARGE Donau Österreich 

c/o WGD Donau Oberösterreich Tourismus GmbH 

Lindengasse 9, 4040 Linz 

Austria 

Phone: +43 732 7277 800 

Email: info(at)donau-oesterreich.at 
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In order to give a well-balanced report, we must also mention the shore-side challenges a docking location 

faces when ships berth there: 

The most well-known is probably the fact that the landing stage must be accessible. A transport plan must 

be in place for excursions or embarkation and disembarkation; it must be possible for coaches and 

preferably the logistics lorries to access and leave the landing stage. Parking spaces for the coaches and 

places where the guests can safely board them are another challenge, as it is not always possible to cover 

the distance between the ship and the village centre on foot.  

If the ships cannot leave their generators or even their engines running during their stay (noise pollution), 

the landing stage must be equipped with a – usually expensive to install – power supply on shore.  

Ideally, the community should provide waste disposal facilities.  

In some places, we are facing the problem of actual or perceived "overcrowding". Groups of guests on a 

guided tour of the picturesque city centre attract attention. These are usually groups of 20 – 30 people 

led by a local tour guide. Often, they wear clothing (caps) with the tour operator's logo, and the tour guide 

walks ahead with a so-called "lollipop", a sign to indicate that they are to follow. The group is able to 

march widely dispersed, as the tour guide's voice is radioed to each individual guest. This attracts 

attention. If a "city centre" is popular and the city has several landing stages for ships, it may well happen 

that several groups are all on the march in a small area at the same time. This can lead to veritable "tourist 

jams".  

The cruise lines, or the tour operators, are perfectly aware of these challenges and endeavour to help with 

solving them. The IGRC participates in several working groups and makes every effort to come up with 

solutions.  
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4. Politics and river cruises 
 

4.1 The river cruise industry's most serious concerns 

 

The once so simple and uncomplicated idea of showing tourists the beauty of many places, regions and 

countries from aboard a ship without the guests having to leave the ship to stay overnight in other 

accommodation – this idea has evolved into a complex project. An increasing number of stakeholders, 

beneficiaries and regulators have become involved and thereby achieved one thing above all: the entire 

thing has become more complicated and more expensive.  

 

For a start, there are the varying laws in the different countries, for example. A cruise from Amsterdam 

to Budapest or to the Black Sea leads through five or seven countries. Despite the fact that they are all in 

the EU, this could mean seven different interpretations and versions of laws on how VAT is to be dealt 

with, or work permits, or different visa and immigration rules, waste and grey water regulations etc. A 

legislation jungle that is in part extremely confusing. The cruise lines employ an army of tax consultants 

merely to correctly solve the value added tax issues: in which country do you pay the VAT if a cruise crosses 

seven countries? Who issues the work permits or immigration visas for crew members that live aboard 

and therefore live and work in each of these seven countries?  

The next challenge is the costs. They are continuously increasing, and it is difficult for the tour operators 

to recoup these increases from their guests. Ship owners and outfitters are therefore confronted by new 

taxes all the time (tax on luxuries in Hungary, drinks tax in the Netherlands etc.) or fees that are spreading 

like an infectious disease. A major city by the Rhine has introduced a "bedroom tax", for example; every 

ship must pay a tax for each guest staying overnight. As soon as this tax was decided, the smaller cities 

along the rivers followed suit...or, some cities have charged a so-called "passenger fee" for decades. 

Whilst some of them invest this money back into the berthing facilities (e.g. Vienna), it is spent on all sorts 

of things in other cities. In addition to this, there are the costs for technical updates to ensure that the 

ships comply with the constantly changing threshold values stipulated by environmental laws.  

Of course, we are also facing "homemade problems" that we – as an industry – must solve. One of these 

is the lack of space: along with the hugely increased number of ships due to the popularity of the travel 

mode "ship" and the exceptionally beautiful routes in Europe, the landing and departure frequency at 

tourist hotspots (e.g. Vienna, Amsterdam, Melk, Bamberg, Lyon etc.) has increased dramatically. The 

competition for berths has become fierce, and the high volume of traffic leads to logistical problems. The 

issue of overcrowding also belongs in this chapter. The tour operators cannot simply sail past Melk 

without letting the guests disembark. The problem of "the longer, the more" is being solved with 

alternative docking locations or also alternative itineraries. The industry also has to contend with a 

shortage of qualified staff (nautical as well as hotel crew). A solution approach to this would be to recruit 

the crews in Asia, for example. This, in turn, is made difficult by the country-specific laws (see section on 

"the varying laws"...). 
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Also worth mentioning are the problems caused by external influences that cannot be controlled and that 

impact on the river cruise industry from time to time (although, of course, not exclusively):  

 Water levels (periods of extremely high or low water that prevent the ships from sailing as 

planned). The consequences of this are cancellations, itinerary changes – in which case the local 

hotel offer can play a major role – and refund costs 

 Technical interruptions (defect locks, damaged dams etc. – similar consequences as problematic 

water levels) 

 Terrorist attacks (have effects on bookings from the USA – noticeable after 9/11 or the French 

attacks in Paris) 

 Political unrest (e.g. Ukraine crisis, Gilets Jaunes – tourists are unsure) 

 Political instability (a new government, for example in France, can quickly overturn the currently 

applicable laws and decisions). Example: taxes on marine diesel fuel – one new regulation, and 

the price of marine diesel fuel can rise enormously; or the upgrading of a canal – depending on 

the government, it may either be pursued or stopped!) 
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